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CHEBYSHEV CONSTANT FOR CENTERED SETS

SUSAN L. FRIEDMAN

ABSTRACT.    Using Àth power means in the case X > 1   it is proven

that the Chebyshev constant of any bounded centered set in a metric space

is equal to one-half the topological diameter of the set.  Thus the Cheby-

shev constant for any unit ball of a normed linear space is equal to one

for the above means.

1.  Introduction.  Let (X, p) be a metric space and let  V be any bound-

ed subset of X.  We consider the following set functions:

and
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It can be shown (see Hille [5]) that both  limm^/j„A)(V)  and lim^^a^V)

exist.  The former limit is called the  Xth power average Chebyshev constant

for V and denoted by  x     (V) and the latter limit is called the  Xth power

average transfinite diameter for V  and denoted by z5l    (V).

We note that these definitions involve a choice of metric space, sub-

set, and averaging process.   Selections of these have led to several papers,

among which one must include the work of Fekete [ll, PóTya and Szegö [8],

and Hille [51.  Fekete originally defined these concepts in 1923 for compact

sets E  in the complex plane  C  using a geometric averaging process,l

ll/«.

and

r     (E) =  min max
m
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where X(0'(F) = lim^     /0)(£)  and 8°(E) = Um^d^E).   Fekete then
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1 The superscript 0  is used since it can be shown that these means result

from the above in the limit as  X—*0.
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proved that for any compact set  E  in the complex plane x     i^) = 8     (E).

Pólya and Szegö considered certain compact sets in  R,, /?,> ant^  ^3

(R     being real Euclidean  72-space)  and calculated their transfinite diameters

and Chebyshev constants for Xth power averages.  Hille considered more

generalized averaging processes and extended the work to certain subsets

of function spaces.   A summary of his results can be found in the last chap-

ter of his recent book [4]. He states there that the calculation of the

Chebyshev constant for unit balls in Banach spaces of infinite dimension

does not seem to have been attacked.

In this paper we will make the calculation for a certain class of aver-

aging processes for the unit ball in any normed linear space.   In fact it will

be shown that for bounded centered sets  V in a metric space, the Chebyshev

constant for Ath power averages, X > 1, is equal to one-half the topological

diameter of the set.   For a large class of Banach spaces this value is equal

to the radius of the "spanning sphere" of the set.   This result extends a

similar one dealing with real Euclidean   72-space in a previously published

paper by the author [2].

2.   Centered sets and spaces.   The concept of centered sets and spaces

is introduced by Kolmogorov and Tihomirov [71.

Definition. Let (X, p) be a metric space. A bounded subset V of X

of topological diameter d(V) is said to be a centered set if there exists a

point   Xy£ X such that p(v, Xy) < d(V)/2 fot all  v £ V.

A point x with this property will be called a center for V. We note

that a center for  V  does not have to lie in  V.

Definition.   If every bounded subset of a metric space  (X, p) is a cen-

tered set, then we shall say  X  is a centered space.

It is interesting to note which familiar spaces are centered and which

are not.

Theorem (Kolmogorov and Tihomirov).   The space  R(X)  of real-valued

functions defined on an arbitrary set   X  with the metric  p(f,  a) =

supxex\f(x) - g(x)\   is centered.

The proof of this theorem may be found in [7].  It is shown there that

if we define fQ(x) = A[f (x) +J (x)] where  / (x) = supf£Vf(x)  and f_(x) =

int.€Vf(x) and V is a bounded subset of R(X), then fQ(x)  satisfies the

definition of center.

The previous theorem holds for  C[a, b] with its usual norm, and  L°°(X).

However we show that consideration of complex-valued functions does not

lead to a centered space.
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Theorem 1.   The space  C(X)  of complex-valued functions defined on an

arbitrary set X with  sup  norm is not a centered space.

Proof.  Suppose  V = [f^z), f2(z), f5(z)\ such that /f(z) = c., i = 1, 2, 3

for all z £ X, an arbitrary set in C.  Suppose further that c{ ate the vertices

of an equilateral triangle of side  s.  Then   V has no center, for if g(z)  were

a center for  V, then maxz£V\g(z) - /-(z)| < As for i = 1, 2, 3  and thus g(z)

must be simultaneously inside or on circles with centers at  c.  and radii

equal to As.  But no point having this property exists.  Hence   V has no cen-

ter and  C(X) is not a centered space.

The proof of the last theorem establishes also that  R     is not a centered

space. In fact:

Theorem 2.  Real Euclidean  n-space  R     is centered if and only if n = 1.

Proof. It can be shown (see Jung [6])  that if E is a regular simplex of

72+1  vertices of side  d(E) in  R   , then its circumscribing sphere has radius

\¡n/2(n + l)d(E).   For 72 > 1, this is greater than  d(E)/2. Hence no center

can exist.  When 72 = 1  we have equality.

Theorem 3.   The space  R°° (n-tuples with metric

p(x, y) = max(|x(1) - y*% |*(2> _ /2>|, . . . , |>>_ yMj))

is centered.

Proof.  Let  V be a bounded subset of  R°°.
n

d(V) =     sup     ||iz. - v."

vj,v;eV

sup     max(|*(1) - x(1)|, |x(2) - x(2)|, • • • , |x(n) - xM\

vi,v¿eV

= maxi/  sup      |xa)-x(1)|,|x(2)-x(2)|,...,|x(")-xi")

Consider an  72-dimensional cube  S  of side  ¿(V).  Then from the boundedness

of  V, such a cube will enclose   V.   Let the boundary of S be denoted by  S.

Choose any  tz 6 V = (tt(1), t/2), ..., t/")). Now

-v.

p(f, 5 ) = min   || v — x||

xeS

= min max d^1' - *(1)|, \vi2) - x(2)\, • .. , |z>> - xM\).

xeS

There exist points  x. £ S   and  x    £ S   such that  s,   and  s    are on oppo-
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site faces of S.   Let Xj =(i>(1),  i7(2),.... w{i), . . . , v(n))  and  s2 = (v(1),

(2), . . . , u{i), ..., vM).  Then  p(s y s 2) = \w(i) - u(i)\ = d(V).   But p(v, s y) =

\v{i) - w(i)\  and p(v, s2) = \v(i) - u(i)\.  Since   |i7(i) - ^(¿>| + |t/l'> - u(i)\ =

|z¿lz' - z/l'| = a'ÍV), at least one of  p(v, s A, p(v, sA must be less than

d(V)/2. Hence

p(v, S) = min p(v, x) < min \p(v, s^, p(v, s  )\ < d(V)/2.

Thus the center of  S serves as a center for  V.

For normed linear spaces   X it is customary to define a ball  B  of radius

ß  with center at  c as  B = \x £ X| || x - c|| < ß|.

Theorem 4.  A?2y ball of a normed linear space  X  is centered.

Proof.  Now  d(B) = sup      eB||*-)'||-   Since   ||x - y|| < ||x - c|| + ||c - y||

for all  x and y we have  s\ipxy eß \\x - y|| < supX(yeBl||x - c|| + ||c - y|| S or

d(B) < 2R.  If x £ B, then (- x + 2c) £ B, and  ||x - (- x + 2c)\\ = 2R.  But

supx    eB||x - y\\ y \\x - (- x + 2c)\\. Hence d(B) > 2R.   Thus  d(B)42 = R

and  B  is centered.

Bearing in mind that the following theorem applies to all bounded subsets

of the heretofore mentioned centered spaces as well as to any ball of a

normed linear space we are now ready to prove the main theorem:

Theorem 5.  Let (X, p) be a metric space.   If W is a centered subset of

X of topological diameter d(W), then x(X)(W) = d(W)/2 for X > 1.

Proof.  r^Kw) = infx eXsupw €W[m~ ^ = lp(w, x.)X]1/X .  Let X]v eX

be a center for  W.   Set  x. = xw  for  z = 1, 2, . . . , ttz.  Then

(*) ^>(W) < sup [l mp(w, VXT/X = sup p(w, xw)<^l.

If  W contains only one point, both  d(W)  and  y     '(U7)  are zero and the

theorem is proved. Hence we suppose  W contains more than one point. Let

izz  and  w be two distinct elements of  W.   For every e > 0, there exists  3c"..

x     £ X such that
m

iA
(**) sup I ñ ¿Z P^w' x?

weW

[m

z=l

-AX
e < r^(W).

The triangle inequality gives

p(w, w) < p(w, x.) + p(x., w)    fot  i =1,2,
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Hence
m

m[p(w, w)]X< £  [piw, x.) + pix., w)]X.

f=l

Raising to the (1/A)th power, using Minkowski's inequality, and dividing

through gives

tm ~11A      l~      m ~\ 1A
~Z^x)A'    +\¡rZ  P^x%)X\       .

Now, taking the supremum over all pairs  w, w in   W we have

r   m        ~|i/x
diW)<2  sup U. 23  piw, x.)X\      .

weW I     i=1 J

From  (**) this gives  a'(W)/2 < /A'(W) + e.   Since   t was arbitrary we have

d(W)/2 < r(^\W)  and with  (*)  as  m -»oo, y( x\w) = d(W)/2.

Theorems 4 and 5 imply the result:

Theorem 6.   For any normed linear space  X with unit ball  U, x      W)

= 1 for A > 1.

Definition. Let x,, x-.,.. . , x    £ X be such that
1        27 '     m

1/X
r(X)iV) = sup
m r

xeV  _

m "1,

.       i= 1 J

Then  x., x-,..., x     ate called Chebyshev points of order m for  V, where

V is a bounded subset of the metric space  (X, p).

From the proof of Theorem 5 we see

Theorem 7.  // xw  is a center for W, then x   m ww for i = 1, 2, . . . , m

is a set of Chebyshev points of order m for W.

3-   Chebyshev centers.

Definition.  Let (X, p) be a metric space and   V a bounded subset of

X. We examine the value tAV) = infx  eysup eVp(x, xA.  A point x. £ X

such that  rAv) = sup   €Vp(x, x J  is called a Chebyshev center for V.

We note that a Chebyshev center for  V is a Chebyshev point of order

one for  V.  Since an average function of one term must coincide with that

term, we omit any superscript on  r..  Thus a Chebyshev center for  V is

independent of the average used.   This definition appears in Singer [10] in a

different context, but as its name implies, it is related to the concept of

center.

Theorem 8.   Let  W be a centered subset of a metric space (X, p). Then
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if xw  is a center for W, xw  is a Chebyshev center for W.

Proof.   Suppose  xw  is not a Chebyshev center for   W.   Then

sup  eWp(x, xA) y r.(W).   Since  W is centered we have, from Theorem 5,

r.(W) = d(W)/2. Hence  supxeWp(x, xw) > d(W)/2.  Thus  xw  is not a center

for  W.

Theorem 9.  Any Chebyshev center of a centered set  W  in a metric

space is a center.

Proof.  Since supx£Wp(x, x*y = r^W) and r^W) = d(W)/2, we have

p(x, x A < d(W)/2 for all  x £ W  and  x    is a center.

We note that the hypothesis of Theorem 9 cannot be weakened to sets

V which are merely bounded.  For example, if  V were an equilateral trian-

gle, then its circumcenter is a Chebyshev center, but not a center!

In a previous paper [2], the author showed that the Chebyshev center

played an important role in finite-dimensional Euclidean space.  Indeed,

the set of points x. = x ^   fot  i = 1, 2, . . . , m isa set of Chebyshev points

of order m fot any compact set  E, fot all m, where  A > 1.  Moreover the

Chebyshev constant for such sets is equal to the radius of the spanning

sphere for  E, i.e., the boundary of the  «-dimensional ball of smallest rad-

ius which contains  E.

In finite-dimensional Euclidean space the existence and uniqueness of

Chebyshev centers for bounded sets is assured.  This is not true for more

general normed linear spaces.   Existence and Uniqueness Theorems A  and  B

have been given by Garkavi [3] as follows:

Theorem A.  Let  X be a Banach space with the property that there ex-

ists a projection p: X     —» X  of norm one.   Then ¡or every bounded subset

V of X there exists a Chebyshev center ¡or  V.

The existence of such a projection is known for Banach spaces which

are equivalent to conjugate spaces.  This does not characterize conjugate

spaces, however, for such projections exist in spaces which are not the

conjugate space of any Banach space.  See Ruston [9]-

It seems natural to extend the definition of spanning sphere to any

bounded subset   V of a Banach space satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem

A. If we denote such spaces by  G, then we will define the center of a span-

ning sphere for a bounded set   V  of G  as a Chebyshev center for  V  and the

radius  R  of a spanning sphere as   R = r^V).  With this definition Theorem

5 can be brought into line with its Euclidean counterpart:
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Theorem 10. y^ x\w) = R for A > 1 ¡or all bounded, centered subsets

W o¡ G, where  R  is the radius of the spanning sphere for  W.

Theorem B.  In order that every bounded set  V in a normed linear

space  X have at most one Chebyshev center, it is necessary and sufficient

that the space  X be uniformly convex in every direction.

An example of a bounded set with more than one Chebyshev center is

furnished by the following: Let  X = R°°  and  V = [- 1, l] on the  x(   '  axis.

Then  r AV) = 1  and all points in the segment from - 1  to   1  on the  %(   '

axis are Chebyshev centers for  V.  A spanning sphere of the set   V consists

of any square with sides parallel to the  xl   '  and x       axes of length two
/ 2 \

and with center on the segment from - 1  to   1  on the  xy   '  axis.

Theorems A and B imply the existence and uniqueness of the Chebyshev

center for any bounded set in a Hilbert space.
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